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20. Abstract (Continued) A p c~)
characteristics as well as its simpU~ity allow the switch to be used both in series and in parallel
operation. This switch operates on the principle of an explosively generated pressure which radially
drives paraffin to produce multiple ruptures in a cylindrical conductor . Current probes and fast frame
photography were used to determine its mechanical performance characteristics such as the repro-
ducibility of the opening time and the simultaneity of the rupturing of the conductor. Current and

~~

— voltage probes bave shown , for example , that a 16-segment (25 cm long) switch develops 8 kV in
tO to 20 ps ee in the process of interrupting 100 kA current when used as a safety interrupt device ,
or 110 kV at 40 kA when used with an integral exploding wire fuse for current transfer needed to
extinguish the arc. Time dependent resistance of the arc and its restrike characteristics have been
determined , showing that arc voltage is 500 to 800 V per gap, depending on the switch design .

J\High voltage tests with no current being carried by the switch were performed to determine the
voltage hold-off capability of the switch. Application of high voltage across the 25 cm switch during
its rupturing phase has shown that the gaps forming in the cylindrical conductor and the expanding
gas core , as well as paraffin-gas interface can be stressed to more than 100 kV at times later than
70 ~~ec after the initiation of the explosive. Tests with 2-gap (5 cm) switch showed that up to
10 kVlcm can be maintained.
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EXPLOSIVELY ACTUATED 100 kA OPENING SWITCH
FOR HIGH VOLTAGE APPLICATIONS

I. INTROOUCTION

Interest in the development of current-interrupting technology has increased

recently due to new requirements in the power transmission i ndustry 1 and to

realistic prospects of utilizing magnetic storage for production of high power

pulses .2 The power transmission at increased voltages and use of d.c. power

lines has created a need for openi ng switches with increased voltage and current

capabilities and reduced openi ng times. The large energy storage systems with

high power needed in the electron beam fusion experiments , for driving flash lamps

in laser- fusion experiments and in magnetically confined plasma experiments have

stimulated the development of inductive storage systems. The key element in the

inductive storage system, as in the case of power transmission protection systems,

is the opening switch.

The development of the opening switch technology is aimed at interrupting

currents reliably and reproducibly with precise triggeri ng in addition to opera-

tir,q at higher current and voltage levels. In i nductive storage systems , the hi gh

vol tage stress of the current i nterrupting element and its high resistance are

important because of thei r impact on the efficiency of the storage system.2 The

development of these elements employ s a wide variety of concepts and covers a

broad set of operational parameters.3 Mechanical disrupti on of conductors using

exp l osives to interrupt a current flow offers an attractive method for extendi ng

the technology of openi ng switches into the regime of modern power transmission

systems and for use in large , efficient , pulsers based on the magnetic storage

principles.

An explosively actuated openi ng switch and its operation is described here.

Because of the simplicity of construction and operation , the switch lends itself

to multi-unit modula r designs. The performance aspects associated with the use
Note: Manuscript submitted July 11, 1977 .
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of modules , includi ng formation of pulse trains , is also described. Additionally,

in many applications where current commutation or power amplification is required ,

the explosivel y dri ven switch must be operated sequentially in parall el with other

opening switches (i.e. ~staged”). A two-stage switch consisting of an explosively

actuated unit followed by an exploding conductor (fuse) was used to generate high

voltage pulses4.

The basic , 40 cm long, swi tch module i nterrupts 100 kA with 6 kV i nductive

vol tage generated across the switch in about 20 usec. Operated under condi tions

where arc current is extinguished by commutation through the conventional explod-

ing fuse the switch interrupts 40 kA generating 110 kV i nductive voltage , across

the swi tch. The power associ ated with this switch operation is 4 GW. The rate

of ri se of recovery vol tage (r.r.r.v.) approaches 1010 V/sec. This value of

r.r.r.v. is in the range of that for the rotating arc vacuum i nterrupter , the de-

vice best sui ted for high recovery rates.3 High voltage testing of basic gap

opening design has shown that 10-20 kV/cm stress can be mai ntained across the

swi tch. This is a significant stress in high voltage applications. The tests

reported here extend the earlier work . The tests do not represent the max-

imum performance capability of the switch. Rather , diverse data has been ob-

tained to establish a baseline from which specific designs and improvements can

evolve. Finally, the performance already achieved is equivalent to that of large

air-blast circuit breaker with a commu tating circuit.

II. SWITCH DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

Mechanical di s ruption of current -carrying conduL~~ ~ u.;ing controlled separt

tion of the electrodes , as in circuit breaking switch gear, is too slow for many

appl i cations. Therefore , more recently magnetic or explosive di sruption of con-

ductors has been employed to decrease the opening time from milliseconds to tens

-2— 
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of microseconds . Magnetically dri ven pressure wave in oil has been used to inter-

rupt 200 kA in 20 usec at 9 kV across a singl e gap .6 One disadvantage of mag-

netically operated interruptors is the need for a current source capabl e of oper-

ati ng at hundreds of kiloamperes. Use of explosives provides means of mechanically

cutti ng a large series of gaps in tens of microseconds as first demonstrated by

Glukhikh et al.4 The explosive energy required for the switching function is

approximately 10% of the stored electrical energy (<lOOkJ ) used in the experiments

descri bed here. The use of a seri es of gaps to achieve high switching voltage ,

as well as the capability for the precise tri ggeri ng for initiating the opening

action provi des a high degree of versatility in switch design .

The basic concept underlying the mechanical i nterruption of current is the

formation of an arc across the separating electrodes and subsequent cooling of the

arc by a contact with cold gases, liquids , or solids in its immediate vicinity , or

by temporary reduction in arc current by use of external circuits. Al ternately,

arc resistance can be used to limit currents to prescribed values. Cool i ng of

the arc leads to increased arc resistance and its eventual extinction. In addi-

tion , the separating electrodes and structural elements of the switch , as wel l as

gases and debris generated in the process of disrupti on must often withstand the

i nductive voltage generated across the switch. This is an important requirement

which is not easy to meet since , in genera l , the peak voltage appears duri ng the

time when the electrodes and the pressure transfer (pusher) med ium are still in

motion. These are , therefore, two aspects of the opening switch design , mechan-

ical and electrical , that must be taken into consideration together.

To study the most important aspects of the explosively actuated opening

switch , a basic multigap switch module was constructed to allow a variety of mech-

anica l and electrical measurements and tests which have provided switch design

-3-
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data. The module , shown in Figu re 1 , is 40 cm long. Its active gap and electrode

l ength is 25 cm. To complement the design data and to explore other options , de-

rivative switch configurations and one substantially different design were also

tested.

A. Mechanical Design

Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of two designs of the explodi ng switch

and its functioning. Fig. 2A illustrates the cylindrical switch , detailed in the

preceedi ng figure , before and after the i nterruption of current. This switch is

constructed around the current carrying alumi num cylinder. The cylinder is filled

with inert material with a 50 grai n/foot PETN detonating cord in the center. The

exp losive is initiated by a EBW initiator at one end of the switch module. The

first function of the inert pusher material is to transmi t the pressure generated

to burst the cylinde r in those places where no externally mounted steel ri ngs are

emplaced. Every other ri ng is rounded as indicated in Figu re 1. This facilitates

bending of the aluminum cylinde r section so that it lays flat against the ri ng

surface maximizing the separation between rings. The second function of the inert

medium is to cool the arc . One of the best choices to perform both of these func-

tions is paraffin ,8 as discussed l ater in connection with the electri cal per-

formance. For pulsed operations , associated with inductive storage systems, water

can also be used suggesting a method for simplifying switch replacement. Water

provides a shorter delay time , about 50 rather than 70 lIsec as when paraffin is

used , in agreement with results of Ref 8.

Preliminary study of the second type of explosively i nterrrupted switching

was initiated to investigate potential usefullness of other approaches. This

desi gn was selected since it lends itsel f to operations where shorter delay be-

tween the exp losive initiation and current interruption is require d as well as for

-4-
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being potentiall y more economical and more compact. The switch configuration be-

fore and after the operation is shown in Fig. 2.B. The time to ruptu re (Table I)

of 40 usec was observed. Because the arc , formed duri ng the i nterrupting of the

current , is acted upon di rectly by the high pressure gas generated duri ng the ex-

plosion , it was speculated 9 that mechanisms , other than those operating in the

switch shown in Fig. 2.B., determine the switch performance.

Figure 3 shows a 40 cm long exploding switch assembly. This assembly stays

intact even when used for dissipation of energy of up to 80 kJ as may be the case

in open ci rcuit tests. Figure 4 i6 one of the series of steel rings with the alu-

mi num cylinder section uniformly fol ded over it by the explosive pressure . To

o~tain proper metal forming 10 the aluminum cylinder must ~e scored axially on

the outsiae surfaces at 200 (or smaller) intervals. In addition , gap length and

al u nvi nui m thickness are important parameters. Faulty forming results in curling

of the ~d metal , effectively reducing the gap. The simu l taneity of rupturi no

was ~rl using a frami ng camera . Al umi num alloy 606416 cylinde r (b .35 cm

d’ i 0.89 mm wal l thickness ruptu res producing 16 gaps (25 cm in length )

within 20 usec. This is consistent with the electri cal measurements reported

below . Thicker walls (1.65 mm ) were also tested to provide data on switch design

for higher current and/or longer pulse time operation . Burst simultaneity of

gaps and electrical performance remained the same as for 0.89 mm wall cylinders .

The 1.65 mm wal l thickness can accomodate 100 kA current flow without substan-

tial heating for significant period s. Larger , as well as smaller amounts of ex-

plosive were also tested to determine the effect of the amount of the exp losive

on the switch opening. To maintain good rupturing uni formity the location of the

explosive initiator at one end of the switch module plays a key role. Premature

venting of the explosive gas pressure also leads to slow or incomplete rupturing.

—5—
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The time del ay between the initiation signal and the cylinder ruptu ring is

given in Table 1. This time decreases with charge weight. However, when charge

weight exceeds 8 gm the steel ri ngs begin to yiel d and tempered steel must be used.

The del ay of from 40 to 7 microseconds listed in Tabl e I is the time required for

the explosive to detonate, compress the paraffin , fill available voids , and rup-

ture the aluminum tube at the appropriate ri ng dies. After the tube is ruptu red

it separates along axial scribe lines and fol ds around the bendi ng dies as shown

in Fig. 4, at a rate depending upon paraffin flow. For design purposes , the par-

affin velocity may be calculated approximately from test parameters listed in

Tabl e II and from gas laws and the kineti c energy equation .

TABLE I. Time Delay Between Initiation and Switch Opening

Weight of Explosive Time to Rupture
(gm) (i~sec)

A. Cyl i ndrical Design
Wall thick ness (mm):

0.89 3.24 70 + 5

0.89 5.67 50 + 5

0.89 8.10 40 4- 5

1.65 5.67 140*

B. Flat Design

1.7 40+5

* Minimum time to ruptu re has not been determi ned for switches using

1.65mm wal l thickness.

-b-
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TABLE II. Dev el opment Switch Module

Explosiv e charge = 5.67 gni

Explosiv e energy (PETN), W 4200 J/gm

Paraffin mass , m = 0.82 kg

Initial explosiv e vol ume , V 1 = 9.5 cm 3

Final explosive gas vol ume, V2 = 390 cm3

Gas efficiency ,”n, defined as a ratio of gas energy at venti ng, EF, to expl o-

siv e potential energy , E1, gives (using specific heat ratio , y = 1.2):

E1 ~Vf) 50% (1

The efficiency of transferring the internal energy of the gas to kinetic motion of

a pusher is estimated - to be he about 50% on the basis of resul ts obtained in a

test assembly 1’ using similar explosiv e wei ght, gas vol ume and pusher weight.

Thus , the c,ierall efficiency , °~
-
~i

- of 25% suggests that the pusher velocity ,

v , given by

V ~~~~~~~ W)/m (2)

is 0.12 mm/usec for the parameters in Tabl e II. The estimated velocity agrees

with measured values discussed below.

B. Electrical Properties

Mechanical design of the switch lends itsel f easily to a variety of swi tching

functions. Stacking of many sections can be used to maintain large vol tage across

the switch; the conductor thickness or paral l el use of switches is effectiv e in

carrying large current for i ndefinite time before i nterruption; the openi ng time

is nearly i ndependent of the conductor thickness in the range irwestigated , and

can be decreased by loadi ng the switch with increased amount of the explosive.

— 7 —
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The tri ggeri ng is quite preci se, i.e., the tri ggering jitter is substantially

shorter than the openin g time . The EBW detonators can be initiated with submicro—

second accuracy .12 The high detonation velocity (7000 m/sec) provide s rapid

pressure buildup resulting in a high degree of simultaneity of gap rupturi ng.

These properties combine to gi ve a low energy dissipation switch for high voltage ,

high current operation with command trigger capability for applications where very

fast current i nterrupting times are required.

1. Breakdown Properties. The voltage that can be maintained across any

given switch depends on the mechanical design of the switch and on its arc prop-

erties. The pusher medium , the paraffin , serves as an insulator to prevent dis-

charges between the cutting and bendi ng rings . In the process of rupturing the

current-carrying cy linder , sharp jagged edges of the order of a fraction of one

millimeter are formed (as seen in Figure 4). The ring thickness and its detailed

surface shaping as well as the gap length between the ri ngs were cho~~n to mi ni-

mize the length occupied by the wrapped alumi num. Thus , the electric fie ’d aver-

aged over the length of the switch , determined by the ring and gap lengths , can

be high when the gaps are filled by the paraffin.

There are other possible breakdown paths that can be initi ated by the voltage

arising duri ng current interrupti on . One of these can develop on the inner sur-

face of the expandi ng paraffin cylinder by puncturi ng to the electrodes. Another

breakdown path can develop on the outside surfaces of the switch. The high volt-

age tests with switcn elements ranging in length from 4 to 25 cm , have shown that

the weakest insulation is between the outs ide edges of cutti ng ri ngs on the sur-

face of the parafin moving against the confining cy linder shown in Figure 2A.

-8-
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The high vo l tage tests were conducted by separating the mechanical function-

ing of the swi tch (the explosive disruption of the electrodes and paraffin flow )

from the electrical function (the Interruption of cirrent and subsec1uent buildup

of the voltage acorss the switch) by using an external test circuit , capable of

applying up to 100kV in 10 usec across the switch module being tested , as shown

in Figure 5. By employing this external ci rcuit , the potential could be applied

at di fferent times ranging from periods before switch rupture initiation to peri-

ods several minutes after explosion . In these tests no current was carried by

the swi tch so that the separation of electrodes occurred without formation of an

arc. As can be seen in Figure 5, the switch can hold the voltage indefinitely or

for short periods (about 100 usec), depending on the time of application of volt-

age relative to conductor rupturing and on the average electric stress associated

with given switch length . Data points associated with short hold-off periods are

denoted by asterisks. The applied voltage waveform is al so shown in Figure 5.

The results of tests show that 25 cm long swi tch design , using 16 ring-gap

sections , can be stressed at a minimum of 3.3 kV/cm. The breakdown level for

this configuration has not been reached due to the limitation of the oower supply.

Since the degree of gap-opening simultanei ty may effect the pre-breakdow n stress

level , shorter swi tches were also tested. These tests indicate that up to 10 kV/cn

can be achieved for two-section switch with this design if a breakdown can he

tolerated after some 20 usec. By determining the breakdown path to be between the H
outer ri ms of the rings it was possible to redesign the insulation and electri c

field distribution as shown in Figure 6. This configuration has been tested under

arc conditions describe d below .

-9-
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In addition , the switch design shown in Figure 2 was also tested using volt-

age pulses with decay time exceeding 100 msec. These tests confirmed the resul ts

for 1 -section switch as given in Figure 5, indi cating that this data is valid in

applicati ons related to power transmission .

2. Arc Properties. The characteristics of the exploding switch duri ng its

interruption of current can be divided i nto several categories. Three most

important ones are associated with its performance where (a) the switch is

i nterrupting the current with a period much longer than the opening time (i.e.,

simulating the i nterruption of d.c. current); (b) the switch is interrupting

an alternating current , so that the effect of arc extinction under current zero

conditions can be determi ned; and , (c) the switch operates so that the current

duri ng the initial phase of interruption is comutated to an external circuit

branch with an exploding wi re (fuse) for generating higher voltage . In applica-

tions where more than one switch module is required smal l jitter in the delay

between the initiation of the explosion and the current interruption is also an

important characteristic.

Fig. 7 shows the typical behavior of the rise in arc resistance duri ng the

i nterruption of current in the 25 cm long exploding switch using di fferent amounts

of explosive . Tne criange in arc resistance ari ses from the increase in the gap

formed duri ng the rupturing of the current-carrying cylinder. In these experi-

ments the current in the switch was 20 kA. The rate of growth of the gap length ,

di rectly proportional to the rate of growth of the arc length , is calculated using

a simple rnn~-;. 5Nov10 schematically in Figure 7. This model represents the section

of the aluminum cylinde r as a strai ght flap hinged at one of the bendi ng dies ,

moving with velocity determi ned from Eq. (2) for a gi ven amount of the explosive.

-10-.
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The calculated ve l ocity agrees with the measured values using a frami ng camera to

observe the motion of the aluminum. Good agreement indicates that the perturba-

tion of the flow by the ri ngs is not significant.

The almost exact correlation of the two sets of curves in Figure 7, the gap

length and the resistance of the arc , for a range of charges varying oy a factor

of 2.5, indicates that during this time the developed voltage and its rate of ri se

depend only upon the gap length and the rate of gap opening, respectively.

The current-voltage characteristics of the arc exhibit two types of behavior ,

as can be seen in Figu res 8 and 9. Initially, the voltage is rising rapidly.

The current in the switch , at the end of the voltage rise time is essentially un-

changed as can be expected from the equation

V(t) = RI = L - ~-~- ( 3 )
dt

for the circuit in Fig. 9. For an 80 ,tH inductor , the change in current is only

2-3 kA , i.e., some 10% of the initial current , at the time of peak arc voltage of

about 10kv. This is very important for use in inductive storage systems , where

the efficiency of energy transfer depends on the ratio (I/i~)
2, where I~ is the

current interrupted by the exploded switch and I is the commutated current. The

arc behavior after the peak voltage corresponds to the time when the paraffin is

expandi ng between the rings. At this time the arc length becomes constant and its

behavior follows Mayr’s model 3 described by the balance between the input power ,

IV , and losses , W0:

= IV-W (4 )
dt

—1 1—
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where Q is the energy stored in the arc. As the current from the source is cut

off at about 270 usec, the arc vol tage vanishes. The time constant of the arc ,

-
~ 

= Q~/W~, wi th Q0 being a constant, depends on the loss rate U0. It is calcu-

lated graphically (Fig. 8) for two different periods of arc life , fol lowing Ref-

erence 3. Initiall y, when the paraffin moves faster, c is about 90 wsec, even-

tually increasing to about 170 usec as measured by the slope of the curve gi ven

in Figure 8. This value is in the range of values for non-evaporating plates3

with separation equal to that between the die ri ngs shown in Figu re 1, rather than

with separation equaling total arc length .

The arc resistance rises to approximately constant val ue in time which depends

on the amount of the explosive charge as shown in Figu re 7. As the current being

swi tched increases , the voltage developed across the arc does not change for a

gi ven amount of the explosive . This result is summarized in Figure 9 for the

basic 25 cm module as well as for other configurations. For example , data for 2

modules connected in series shows that the voltage output is doubled relative to

the single m odule. Increasing the module length to 60 cm also results in doubl i ng

of the output vo l taf’-~. Such long modules , furthermore, retai n the same openi ng

speed so that rate ri se of voltage is also doubled. The performance of the

flat switch eleme wn in Figure 28 is al so indicated in Figure 9 (circle).

For this type of s h the arc quenching mechanism and the restrike va l ues as

well as voltage recovery rates do not depend on the expandi ng paraffin wall but

rather on the presence of the polyethylene insulator and on possible existence

of the high pressure gas generated by the explosive.9 Al though no significant

flat switch performance test data has yet been obtained beyond that given in Fig-

ure 9, it appears that such switch designs may be useful in low voltage operations

without commutation.

-12- 



Because the jitter in the time between the explosive initiation and the mech-

anical separation of the conductin g cylinder (Fig. 2A) is much shorter N 10 p sec)
in comparison with voltage buildu p time (seen to about 40 usec in Figu re 8), the

switch can be modularized into various configurations. lisinrj , for example , a two-

module switch , the arc voltage is very nearl y twice that of the singl e module (Fig.

9). The power level in this test is over bOO ~W , achieved in 40 uSec without use

of commutation or of external ci rcuits to qenerate current zero.

3. Restrike Properties. The application of the explodi ng switch in power

transmission networks or in production of high power pu l ses based on inductive

storage systems requires voltages as high as 1 MV across the switch. Therefore ,

in addition to proper insulation discussed earl i er, the switch voltage recovery

rate must be consistent wi th the system reouirements . The recovery rate was

tested duri ng the first 50 usec i mmediately after the rupturi ng of the cylinder ,

using a 60 kV , 20kHz pulser n~nerating peak current of 20 kA through the switch

nefore interruption . The voltage recovered about 40 usec after current inter-

ruption was initiated , suggesting a recovery rate of more than 1 KV/usec. This

value is intermediate between the values attainable by commercial SF6 breakers

and vacuum i nterrupters ’3 and agrees with that of the explodi ng switch descri bed

in Ref. 6. The voltage recovery tests were performed duri ng the phase of the

switch operation when the separation of the alumi num is not yet completed , i.e.,

within less than 40 to 50 usec after the conductor rupturin g.

4. Curren t Commutation. The high voltage capability of the explodi ng

switch module demonstrated in the tests under conditions where no current was

flowing and good r.r.r.v. values observed after current zero suggest that high

current , high voltage operation can be obtained by commutating the current from

the switch to external circuits .6’8 This has been done , using fast-acting fuses
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(copper wires or aluminum foils 14) with resistance substantially higher than the

2UuO resistance of the explodi ng switch , in the external circuits . The current

commu tateu through the fuse was interrupted in a time shorter than exploding

swi tch  opening ti le and with higher final resistance , allowing much higher volt-

ages to ~e ge nerated at the switch-fuse output than those obtained using exp lod-

ing switch alone (e.g . , as summarized in Fig. 9) .  In generating high inductive

voltages ty stagi ng of current flow through succeedi ng switches , final peak volt-

dge , ann energy dissipated in each stage , as well as the current available at the

output ,aepeni sensitively on the selection of the openin g switches. The analysis

and ex per ime ntal results using a 80 kJ capaci tor bank wil l  be reported in detai l

elsew her~- . These tests showed that 120 kV output is developed with smal l energy

losses s that generator current remains at >80% (40 kA) of the initial current.

Ihe output pulse was generated 40 usec after initiating the commutation. The

r.r.r.v. i n  these experiments was 3 kV/ usec .

I I I .  -~‘JLTIPLE ~00~iLE TESTIi4G

To satisfy a oroaci range of applications of opening switches , the exp lodini

switco was tested in confi gurations utilizin q two modules. These tests were per—

formed to prov ide data on jitter in the opening time of each module and the effect

of such jitter on the electrical performance of the switch arrays.

Two types of tests , snown on Figure 10, were performed. the ci rcuit diagram

in Figure b A  shows how two m odules were operated to double the output voltage to

a level ~t bu kV. Initially, the current interrupted by the exp loding switch is

comrmu tated to the exp lod inq Cu wire denoted as the variable resistor. Th e wire

paramete r-c were selected to generate a 30 kV open circuit ou tput. The output

-14-
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vol tage is shown in Figure 2A. In addition , current in each fuse is incl uded for

determining the jit~er time. The val ue of jitter time of about 10 useC is typical

for the 25 cm moaul es.

To p re si d e  a pul se t r a i n  output , it was suggested’5 that  two switch mnodules

be connected in paral l el with sequenti al i nterruption of current pr~~ided by ap-

propri ately del ayed triggers, as shown in Figure lOB. The current of the first

swi tch modul e was commu tated through four copper wire fuses, each with 0.2 mm2

cross-section area t ’- ‘~ -rease the output vol tage and power. The second switch

in addition to a sim commutated into a smaller diameter fuse to gen-

erate 25 kV , demonstr-~t ~- ~~rsatility of this approach. This technique is

limited to pulse trains with duration determi ned ~y the time duri ng which the

source current amplitude remains appreciably constant. The minimum separation

between pulses in the train is control l ed by the contined effect of the switch

openi ng time (of less than 20 misec) and the jitter time (10 usec).

The simple design of the switch modul es al l ows a rel atively large nunter

of them to be used in applications where pulsing rates are sufficientl y low to

allow for swi tch replacement time.

IV . CONCLUSION

Basic mechanical and el ectri cal beh~~ior of an explosiv ely actuated multi -

gap opening switch has been studied with special attention focused on the i nter-

dependence of mechanical and electrical functions. The main areas of appl i cation

are the high power i nductiv e storage systems and the protection of power trans-

mission equipment. Brudd range of applications at level s up to 1010 Watts is

possibl e using singl e switch modules and at higher level s using mul ti-modular de-

signs. The switch module is a rel i abl e and versatile unit capabl e of extension

to operating level s of hundereds of kiloamperes and hundreds of kilo~o1ts.
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Fig. 1 — Explosively actuated switch module assembly diagram
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Fig. 2 — (a) Explosively actuated switch operation , cylindrical configuration , and
(b) explosive actuated switch operation , flat configuration
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Fig. 7 — Explosive switch performance for various explosive char ges
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Fig. 8 — Arc resistance time constants
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